ABSTRACT. Some theorems in the Benson-Curtis paper [ 1 ] were stated subject to possible exceptions in type E-¡, corresponding to the two irreducible characters of the Weyl group of degree 512. An argument due to T. A. Springer^)
7?8, and let w0 be the element of W of maximal length. Let {awy)w^w be the standard basis for Ay a H(G(q), B(q)), as in §2, for the specialization /: u -► q. The fact that w0r = rw0, for all r ER, implies that aw0/flrf = taw0r,f + ft -l)flw0/ = arf aw0f since l(rw0) < l(w0) and l(w0r) < l(w0). Therefore aWQy_be\ongs to the center of A*. Let p be an irreducible representation of A@. Write w0 = r\r2 ' " rN-ri G R> where N = l(w0). Then p(aWo^) -cl, for some cEQ, since aWo/ is a central element in Ay, and ß is a splitting field. Taking determinants, we obtain det<p(«Wo/)) = cd*s» = n det(p(«r//)). Incase (W, R) is of type 7T7,and p has degree 512, A/=63, Xo(r) = u> an(l (Xo(l) + X0(''))/(2degp) = 63/2. In type Es,if p has degree 4096 = 212, 7V=120,and N(x0(l) + X0W)/(2 degp) = (15/2)(8 ± 1). It follows that c$Q in these cases, and hence that the corresponding characters of the generic algebra are not rational. The fact that the characters of G corresponding to the exceptional characters of degree 512, in type 7T7, and 4096, in type 7J8, are definite exceptions also to Theorem (2.9), is shown as follows. The characters of A® = Hç(G(q), B(q)) are the restrictions to the Hecke algebra of the corresponding characters of G(q). Therefore, the nonrationality of the characters of A@, in the above cases, implies the nonrationality of the corresponding characters of G(q).
